Can you solve the...

Muncie Mystery?

Someone has broken into The Wizard of Oz’s local laboratory! It is clear the culprit, despite warnings to pay no attention to that man behind the lab curtain, went anyway. The Wizard, who confronted the intruder, suffered a blow to the noggin. Six suspects have been identified and several pieces of evidence were left at the crime scene. So now we need YOUR help! Do you have the brains, heart and courage to solve this case?!

To participate:

5-6:30 p.m.: Visit the 10 participating downtown businesses listed on the back and question suspects about their alibis and use your CSI skills to determine the weapon used.

6:30 p.m.: Crime Tracker forms must be turned in at Canan Commons. Other activities: Hot air balloon tethered “rides,” meet the Horse of a Different Color and MORE!

7 p.m.: Be at Canan Commons for the final reveal and prizes! Winners will be drawn from sleuths with correct final guesses. Prizes include: overnight stay at the Courtyard Marriott; Family Pack Tickets to see Muncie Civic Theaters production of “The Wizard of Oz” at Canan Commons; Muncie Children’s Museum family membership; Muncie Graphic Pillow from Muncie Map Co.; Gift Certificate from Valhalla; 4 reserved tickets to the Ball State football home opener on Sept. 2 vs. Western Illinois; Gift Certificate to Twin Archer; Gift Certificate to The Caffeinery and a Tethered Hot Air Balloon Ride at the event. You must be present to win.

Was it...

Wicked Witch of the West
Scarecrow
Dorothy
Lion
Glinda the Good Witch
The Mayor of Munchkinland

With the...

Wand
Ruby Red Slipper
Broom
Medal for Bravery
Cornstalk
Giant Lollipop

My Final Guess is...

It was __________________ with the __________________

Name: Investigator __________________________

Event Partners: Muncie Downtown Development Partnership, Muncie Civic Theatre, Ball State Office of Community Engagement, Ball State PBS/IPR, Muncie Police Department